BECOME A TE VOLUNTEER @ HOME

While our office doors closed, our virtual doors are open!

We are continuing to connect participants and graduates to resources and supportive services. Just as our workshop has gone virtual, so have our volunteer opportunities! We can also host corporate and other groups for done in a day projects.

Virtual volunteer opportunities include:

Mock interviewing, social media ambassadors, tech buddies, step up cheerleaders, outreach ambassadors, resume developers, YRC case manager assistant, and civic engagement & advocacy volunteers.

If you’re interested in learning more about Towards Employment’s volunteer opportunities, please contact Jenn Angelo at jangelo@towardsemployment.org or visit towardsemployment.org.
Provide tech support as a tech buddy!
As our workshops move online, some participants need a little extra help troubleshooting. As a tech buddy, you’ll provide digital mentorship to guide them towards success.

Cheer on participants as a Step Up cheerleader!
Write notes for students who could use a little something to keep their spirits up as they work through virtual workshop. And attend virtual Step Up graduation to celebrate as a step up cheerleader.

Don’t have as much time to dedicate? We can host corporate and other groups for done in a day projects.